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Bolon Studio™ tiles are perfect for highlighting smaller or separate
floor areas by giving them a distinctive standout look. The concept is
expressed through different types of tile shapes and this year Bolon
presents, Link, a new interesting rhombus-shaped tile.
The Link form harmonizes beautifully with the already existing Hexagon, by using the two tiles together the user can
create visually fascinating patterns. Link is also more than capable of carrying form and color on its own, making it a
welcome addition to an already versatile series of tiles.
– We are very proud when we see projects around the world featuring Bolon Studio™ as you can see how creativity
has come alive with our tiles. Bolon Studio™ is all about expressing your own creativeness, by introducing Link we see
more opportunities to be playful and to create new shapes and dimensions with our floors, says Marie Eklund, Bolon’s
CEO.
The other tiles in Bolon Studio™; Deco, Hexagon, Rectangle, Scale, Triangle, Wing and Wave offer both strict graphic
forms and softer, more organic shapes. Together with innovative use, ideas of almost any character can be realized.
Bolon Studio™ Link is available in our designs Buzz and Bouquet from this year’s new collection Diversity, as well as in
Artisan, BKB, Botanic, Create, Elements, Ethnic, Flow, Now and Silence.
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ABOUT BOLON
Bolon is a Swedish design company that makes innovative flooring solutions for public spaces. It is a thirdgeneration family business run by sisters Annica and Marie Eklund. Under their leadership, Bolon has transformed
from a traditional weaving mill into an international design brand with clients such as Armani, Google, Four
Seasons Hotels, Chanel, Adidas, Apple and Missoni. With a strong commitment to sustainability, Bolon designs
and manufactures all its products at a facility in Ulricehamn in Sweden. The company is recognised worldwide for its
award-winning flooring and its collaborations with some of the world’s most acclaimed innovators and creatives.
bolon.com
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